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As many are aware, United States taxpayers are typically taxed by 

the United States on worldwide income. This can be juxtaposed 

with treatment of foreign taxpayers, who are taxable only on 

income sourced to the United States. This disparity in scope of 

taxation has incentivized United States taxpayers to source income 

from global operations to non-United States jurisdictions; rather 

unsurprisingly, the United States has continuously sought to 

combat such income shifting efforts, designing a multitude of rules 

to allow current taxation of income from foreign subsidiary 

activities. This article provides an overview of Subpart F, historically 

the primary anti-deferral mechanism implemented by the United 

States, and then details new Internal Revenue Code Section 951A 

(the aptly termed global intangible low taxed income or “GILTI” 

provisions), which both builds upon and expands the existing anti-

deferral system. 

 

Contextualizing Anti-Deferral Provisions 

 

As mentioned, the United States generally subjects resident taxpayers — including domestic 

corporations — to tax on their worldwide income, no matter where sourced. Corporations 

are treated as domestic where they are created under the law of the United States or any 

state thereof.[1] Where a domestic corporation directly engages in foreign activities, income 

derived from such activities is immediately taxable in the United States. 

 

Results are modified where activities are undertaken through a foreign subsidiary. Foreign 

entities are respected as separate from their United States parent; if incorporated outside 

the United States, the entity is thus not treated as a United States-resident taxpayer.[2] 

Rather than being taxable on their worldwide income, foreign corporations are instead 

taxable only on income items sourced from the United States, with income earned by the 

foreign subsidiary subject to tax upon repatriation to the United States owner (with 

modifications under the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act for dividends paid to domestic corporate 

parents).[3] 

 

The United States undertook efforts to combat efforts to shift income to foreign entities; the 

primary mechanism used has historically been Subpart F, contained in Code Sections 951-

965. Subpart F targets what is often deemed “movable” income — income which is 

perceived as most able to be shifted outside the United States’ scope of tax (allowing tax 

deferral until repatriation occurs). The Tax Cuts and Jobs Act introduced an additional anti-

deferral mechanism with significant impact on foreign business activities: new Section 951A 

requires current taxation of what is termed global intangible low-taxed income. Exploration 

of Section 951A’s actual application makes clear that its application extends far beyond low-

taxed intangibles and instead functions as a minimum United States tax on a foreign 

subsidiary’s earnings. While a number of Tax Cuts and Jobs Act provisions are favorable to 

United States-based corporations with foreign subsidiaries, Section 951A expands the 

existing United States anti-deferral system and, connected therewith, increases the 
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potential for tax on foreign entity earnings. 

 

An overview of Subpart F is provided below, with an introduction to GILTI (and a 

comparison of the two systems) provided thereafter. 

 

Subpart F 

 

Section 951(a)(1) of the code states: 

If a foreign corporation is a controlled foreign corporation at any time during any taxable 

year, every person who is a United States shareholder of such corporation and who owns 

stock in such corporation on the last day, in such year, on which such corporation is a 

controlled foreign corporation shall include in his gross income, for his taxable year in which 

or with which such taxable year of the corporation ends - (A) his pro rata share of the 

corporation’s subpart F income for such year, and (B) the amount determined under section 

956 with respect to such shareholder for such year.[4] 

 

Income is included under Subpart F irrespective of whether it is actually distributed to the 

United States shareholder and is included by the shareholder rather than the foreign 

corporation. Where income subject to tax under Subpart F is later distributed to United 

States shareholders, the income is not subject to a second United States tax on 

distribution.[5] 

 

The primary concepts on which to focus in assessing Subpart F’s applicability are: 

• Whether there is United States shareholder, 

• Whether there is a controlled foreign corporation, or CFC, and 

• Whether income falling under Subpart F exists. 

United States shareholders are United States persons (including individuals, domestic 

partnerships, domestic corporations or any nonforeign estates or trusts) who own 10 

percent or more or the voting power or value of the applicable foreign corporation.[6] A 

controlled foreign corporation is any foreign corporation where more than 50 percent of the 

total combined voting power or value is owned by United States shareholders on any day 

during the taxable year of the foreign corporation.[7] Indirect and constructive ownership 

rules are applied for determining ownership levels; generally, stock owned by an entity is 

considered owned proportionately amongst the entity owners (subject to certain threshold 

requirements for domestic corporations), and stock owned by an individual can be treated 

as owned by family members.[8] The United States shareholder and CFC concepts create 

threshold conditions for applicability of Subpart F; it will not automatically apply to any 

United States taxpayer owning an interest in a foreign entity (which can be juxtaposed with 

other anti-deferral rules, such as those related to passive foreign investment companies). 

 

Where the U.S. shareholder and CFC threshold conditions are met, the determination 

required becomes whether Subpart F income exists. Subpart F income includes: insurance 

income, foreign base company income, certain international boycott income, certain illegal 

bribes/kickbacks and income from countries for which a foreign tax credit is denied under 

Section 901(j).[9] Of these five elements, the second most often creates inclusion. 

 

Foreign base company income includes: 



• Foreign personal holding company income; 

• Foreign base company sales income; 

• Foreign base company services income; and 

• Foreign base company oil related income.[10] 

 

Foreign personal holding company income is comprised of: 

• Dividends, interest, royalties, rents, and annuities; 

• The proceeds from the sale or exchange of property giving rise to either passive 

income or no income; 

• Net gains from commodities transactions; 

• Foreign currency net gains; 

• Income equivalent to interest; 

• Income from notational principal contracts; 

• Payments in lieu of dividends; and 

• Personal service contracts.[11] 

 

The first category is expansive and encompasses much of what many U.S. shareholders are 

required to include under Subpart F; however, exceptions to inclusion and special notes to 

the categories apply. For dividends, an exception exists for income received from a related 

corporation organized and operating in the same country as the recipient corporation. For 

rents and royalties, a similar exception exists, as well as one for income derived in the 

active conduct of a trade or business. For net gains from commodities transactions, 

“commodities” are defined to include tangible personal property that is actively traded or 

with respect to which contractual interests are actively traded; commodities transactions 

cover both the purchase and sale of a commodity and the purchase and sale of the right to 

purchase or sell (i.e. a futures contract). An exception to inclusion also applies in the 

commodities context for active gains.[12] For foreign currency net gains, specific exclusions 

also exist (i.e. for any capital gains or losses). Personal services contracts subject to 

Subpart F inclusion are ones where the corporation receives money under a contract for 

personal services if 25 percent or more of the corporation is owned by an individual who has 

performed, is to perform, or may be designated to perform the services.[13] 

 

Foreign base company sales income and foreign base company services income look to 

similar factors in their respective application. Foreign base company sales income is income 

derived in connection with the sale or purchase of personal property to, from, or on behalf 

of, a related person where the property is manufactured, provided, grown, or extracted 

outside the CFC’s country and sold for use or consumption outside the CFC’s home 

country.[14] Foreign base company services income is income derived by a CFC in 

connection with the performance of technical, managerial, engineering, architectural, 



scientific, industrial, commercial or like services outside the CFC’s country of organization 

for or on behalf of any related person.[15] Both base company sales income and base 

company services income concentrate on the existence of activities outside the foreign 

corporation’s country of domicile and transactions involving related persons. For these 

purposes, a related person is one who controls or is controlled by the CFC, or is a 

corporation, partnership, trust or estate which is controlled by the same persons which 

control the CFC.[16] 

 

Global Intangible Low-Taxed Income 

 

Under new Section 951A, each U.S. shareholder of a CFC must include in their current gross 

income the shareholder’s share of global intangible low-taxed income of the CFC for the tax 

year.[17] For GILTI purposes, a taxpayer is treated as a U.S. shareholder of a CFC only if 

they own stock in the CFC on the last day of the CFC’s tax year in which they are a CFC.[18] 

The “United States shareholder” and “controlled foreign corporation” concepts here 

generally mirror their aforementioned meanings under Subpart F. 

 

GILTI is defined as the excess of the shareholder’s net CFC tested income over the 

shareholder’s net deemed tangible income return.[19] Tested income is gross income from 

the CFC (subject to exclusions) over deductions allocable to that income; income excluded 

from tested income is effectively connected income, Subpart F income, certain base 

company income and insurance income of the CFC excluded from Subpart F, dividends from 

related persons, and foreign oil and gas extraction income; deductions properly allocable to 

tested income can be taken.[20] The net deemed tangible income return is the excess of 10 

percent of the aggregate of the shareholder’s share of qualified business asset investment, 

or QBAI, of each CFC over the amount of interest expense taken into account in determining 

the shareholder’s net CFC tested income (to the extent the interest income attributable to 

the expense is not taken into account in determining net CFC tested income).[21] QBAI is 

the average of the CFC’s aggregate adjusted bases in specified tangible property used in a 

trade or business of the corporation and of a type with respect to which a deduction under 

Section 167 is allowable.[22] For U.S. shareholders, the GILTI regime essentially requires 

current inclusion of income which exceeds a 10 percent rate of return for tangible business 

assets of a CFC; the intention with GILTI is to disincentivize locating intangibles outside the 

United States’ tax system (though, as discussed below, GILTI’s application will be more far-

reaching). 

 

Special rules apply to GILTI; domestic C corporations are currently permitted a 50 percent 

deduction for their GILTI amount (with the deduction reduced to 37.5 percent after 

2025).[23] This deduction is unavailable to nondomestic C corporations (i.e. individuals and 

passthrough entities), however, making the effective tax rate difference between C 

corporation U.S. shareholders and non-C corporation U.S. shareholders dramatic. Domestic 

C corporation U.S. shareholder are also deemed to have paid foreign tax equal to 80 

percent of the product of their “inclusion percentage” multiplied by the aggregate tested 

foreign income taxes paid or accrued by CFCs.[24] The inclusion percentage is the ratio of 

the corporation’s GILTI divided by the aggregate amount of its pro rata share of tested 

income of each of its CFCs.[25] 

 

As mentioned, the GILTI inclusion supplements Subpart F, creating an additional mechanism 

for taxation of a U.S. shareholder’s pro rata share of a CFC’s income. GILTI inclusion largely 

mirrors Subpart F from a mechanical perspective; as with Subpart F, inclusions occur at the 

shareholder level and distributions of income previously taxed under the GILTI regime are 

not taxed a second time when paid as a dividend.[26] Despite its nomenclature indicating a 

focus on intangibles, GILTI will frequently be more far-reaching than Subpart F. Subpart F 



focuses on “movable” income; very often, inclusions through Subpart F are primarily 

passive income (i.e., foreign personal holding company income). GILTI, conversely, does 

not focus on delineated types of income; rather, it imposes a shareholder-level tax upon 

earnings of any classification which exceed a deemed rate of return. GILTI thus expands 

both the types and amounts of foreign income subject to current United States taxation for 

shareholders of a foreign corporation. 

 

Conclusion 

 

Anti-deferral mechanisms are a functional necessity under systems which generally subject 

taxpayers to tax on their worldwide income, such as the system used by the United States. 

Without such mechanisms in place, taxpayers could arguably inappropriately source income 

to foreign jurisdictions, thereby delaying imposition of United States tax. Long-standing 

rules like Subpart F have sought to combat such actions; while GILTI’s apparent intention is 

to also combat these actions by focusing on shifts related to intangible income, its 

application will move far beyond the intangible realm. Whether intentional or otherwise, 

GILTI’s implementation expands the United States anti-deferral focus from targeting 

“movable” income of United States taxpayers to potential current inclusion of foreign-

sourced income generally. 
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